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FIRE AT MILLS
ROY BASE BALL TEAM
LOSES TO SPRINGER
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News reached Roy. Thursday
rrioming befor:1 f omg to pre-ss- ,
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.was dpied by: ,VVm ScíioéTif instead t 'aiid was - erected al)9ut:
tw o jea'rs ago at a cost of akut
$4,000 The' building was
construction, but was well
built. It was used as: a picture
show for a while, but lately has
been used as a public hall . The
last time the hall was used, was
last Saturday night and there
is no conceivable way in which
it could have caught fire and many believe it was of incendiary
origin. However Mr Schoener-stea- d
has no enemies in Mills
and no one can see any reason
why the building should have
been burned by an incendiary.
The loss will amount to over
$4,000 as it was well equipped,
Mr Schoenerstead carried $2,000
insurance on .the building and

SHIP-MENTO-

of-fra-- me

'

.

The Albuquerque Herald, now
an independent newspaper, announces in an advertisement in
this issue a forthcoming series
of articles in which it will discuss in an informaeible way the
opposing candidates on the sta,te
and congressional ticket. At the
conclusion of the articles, 12 in
number, and beginning on Sept.
19. The Herald will announce
the candidates it will support and

.

its, reasons therefor; Voters are
promised a clear, impartial statement of the qualifications of
for the office he
seeks. '
each-candidat-

e

a

Association Meeting Promises
Large Attendance

ord received from the various towns along the route - of
Mexico Highway
the Texas-Netells us that Roy will have the
honor of entertaining a large
w

number of delegates at the
which is to be held here
on September 25 and 26. Nearly every town along the route
will be represented by from 1 tot
a dozen delegates which ' alone
will mean a great number of visitors to the town. Besides the

con-vnti- on

various delegates, numerous visitors will be in town to attend
the convention. At a meeting
held inthe Community hall last
Saturday night all of the final
arrangements were completed
for the entertainment of the big
numbet of visitors. The finance
committee made a report wiiich
was indeed very favorable. The
Committee on arrangemnts reported that everythiny was being worked out for the banquet,
at which 400 persons will be served. Messrs Baker and Scheier
were present at the meeting and
donated their fine garage building for a rooniin which to hold
the banquet. Tables will be ar-ranged so that all of those who
hold banquet tickets will be servMr. Paul
ed simeltaneously.
Haines and wife will have charge
of the banquet, which alone asr

.

sures this feature of the program
of being a success. Rev. Homer
F. Cooke will act a toastmaster,
this to; insure this part of the
The
entertainment a success.
Sports Committee was given the
handling of the barbacue which
is to come on the second day of
the meeting. In addition, they
will also have charge of the basev
bal) games, races and other sport
The Reception Committee will
have charge pi the se.irirg tjt
quaii$ and. ( other :ci'iok-tiona for the visitors They will
also have Charge' Of the decorations as well as coriductiiifthe
informatioa bureau and seeing
registration of all those who
;
'i
"are in attendance.
(Chairman Gibbs of the Local
Association ajid Secretary Hes-are woikLg cv.r.i . e to kakj
this meeting a great succ'ésá and
?

;

to-th-e

;

er

they are receiving the libtral
support pf the Publicity, and ail
other committees. Programs w ill
be off the press this week and
will then be mailed to the various towns along the route,
Governor Mechem, State High
way x!;Ilgiiieei Gillette and Air.
Springer, Chairman of the state.
Highway

Commission

present and address the

vU

Le

Couveu-tio- n.

There will also be in attend
ance several of the' candidatei
for state ánd county onice3.
In order that the entertainment of the visitors shall lack
Luamig'Ave

are authorized to

that the famous

nounce

an-

Fleers-hei-

m

orchestra cl .bpiir.ger viil
be on hand to furnisn miisic at
the banquet a..cl at otner
of the Association.
The manntr in which the local
burujos. ;nen are taking hold of
the arrangement at present presages the meeting a vonutrful
success from every standpoint-B- e
sure to tell your friends and
u-a-

ii-

-

Tr-

i

;
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Wear

For the whole family
has arrived. Lay in
.your supply while wa
have your size.

everyone

that you meet of
tor we want all to be

n

present and to become interested
in this meeting for it will mean
a great deal to the citizens of our

county. And, remember, Roy
has a surprise in store for you
every minute of the tonveation.
Come-- we
are going to expect
you.
JOHN MORROW NOMINEE
foil CONGRESS TO BE IN

,

ROY SATUkDAY
John ,Motroif, pf Raton,
Democratic nominee fcr Congress will address the voters of
Hon.

Our winter coats for Women and children
should arrive this week. We will have all
New Manish and Scotch weaves which w,ill
give you wonderful service.

Don't forget your tickets
FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE

C.l

'

Harding County at Roy in the
Lucero ría. I on next Saturday
evening at 7.30 and in the afternoon ac Mosquero at 2.Ü0 P.M.
Mr. Morrow is a forceful speaker
and the public is invited to hear
these addresses. Remember the
date Saturday September 16th.

A.A.Wynne and wife of Mo
quero, were visitors at Roy last
Wednesday evening atter.dkg ta
'
business matters.
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Hudson's Bay company, where McDonald is the factor. McDonald's
daughter. Molly, sees Carruthers
struggling In the muskeg and drags
him from the swamp, with his burUnaccountably, her father
den.
objecst to her saving Carruthers.
Weakened by his wound and exertions, Carruthers Is disturbed by
the appearance of Tom Bowyer,
Bostock's business rival and personal enemy. Bowyer insults Molly, and Carruthers strikes him.
Carruthers declares his love for
Molly. She promises to be his wife.
Carruthers has to reach the town
of Clayton to attend a meeting at
which Bostock's enemies plan to
wrest control of the Missatibi from
him. Molly goes with him. They
are delayed by a storm. Attacked
by his dogs, Carruthers' life Is
saved by Molly, who Is forced to
kill the animals.

i

CHAPTER

Continued.

IV
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his balance, and rushed
agajn,
swinging the revolver aloft, butt
'
in his hand. .
With his powerful build he could
have delivered a blow that would have
crushed Wilton's skull. But before the
btow fell Andersen had raised his pan
and brought It down edgewise upon
the sergeant's head, cutting the scalp
to the bone and drenching the man
with the boiling greaSe.
With a scream of pain Peters stumbled forward, letting the revolver fall
from his hand, slipped In the grease
that had begun to ooze along the floor,
and fell full length on the planks,

fgr-war- d,

-

Looking over Big
SYNOPSIS.
Muskeg, a seemingly impassable
swamp in the path of the Mlssa-ti- bi
railroad, Joe Bostock, builder
of the line, and Wilton Carruthers,'
chief of engineers, are considering
the difficulties. A rifle shot instant,
ly kills Bostock and breaks Carruthers' arm. Carruthers tries to
carry the body to a post of the

'

"You will, eh?" sneered the sergeant,
with a side glance at Myers. "Got any
sort of special pull In Clayton?"
'Enough to put the lid on you."
"Well, 1 guess you won't be going
Into Clayton yet a while," Jeered Peters. "You're coining back to the Pas
with us and Joe."
Wilton realized that Myers had
come up quietly upon the other side
of him. He had the bewildered feeling
of being In a trap.
"What the dovll do you mean by
that?" he shouted.
The sergeant thrust his face forward Into his own, grinning ma-

'
liciously.
,
"It means' that I arrest you for the
wilful murder of Joe Bqstock," he answered.
."And I warn you, In the
king's name, that any statement you
make will be used against you."
Ai the same moment Wilton felt the
touch of steel against hi right wrist,
and swung bis hand free Just hi time
to svold the nap of fpe handcuff.
Looking at Sergeant Peters after the
Instant's sideward glance, be found
himself covered by the heavy, regulation .45 Colt. Before he could st,ir,
Myers had seized him from behind and
made a violent effort toslip the handcuff upon his wrist.
Wilton heard Molly scream.. The
.girl came running out of the room
with her hair tumbling about her
shoulders, and caught at Myers' arm.
The caretaker started toward them,
itlll holding the frying pan, In which
he was cooking the potatoes, his face
working with rage.
"You d n fools!" he shouted, lapsing Into his vernacular In his excitement, "you got it all wrong ! Mr. Carruthers was Joe's best friend. So that
was your game when you come here last
night, eh? You'll get broke for this
yob. already, both of you fellers, I tell
jrou."
Molly was grasping at Myers' hand
s the constable still fumbled nervously with the handcuff. "Won't you
men listen to common sense?" she
cried. "Mr. Carruthers Is the chief
engineer of the line. All his Interests
are bound up with It Why should he
want to rnurder Joe? He was Joe's
best friend. Everyone In Clayton can
tell you that. Why, he risked his own
'life to save him! Somebody's put
you on the wrong track., They're trying to make use of yon. to keep him
out of the way while they ruin the
line. And you'll pay for your mistake,
1

.

.',''

.

where he lay writhing In anguish, and
trying to clear his eyes of the melted
fat and the blood that streamed down
f
his forehead.
Instantly Molly stooped, snatched tip
the .weapon, which had fallen at her
feet, and covered the constable, .who
had flung himself upon Wilton again.
Myers stopped dead and threw his
hands up automatically.
"Get over there!" said Molly briskly,
pointing toward the wall behind the
sergeant.
Myers obeyed Immediately, and took
his post against the wall, the picture
of confusion. Peters struggled slowly
to his feet. Has face and
were covered with a film of grease,
over which the blood from his wound
was trickling. The tables were turned
with dramatic completeness.
"You know what this means !" spluttered the sergeant, trying to clear the
fat from his eyes.
"I do, and I'll take my chance." answered Wilton, gritting his teeth at the
pain from his Injured arm. The wound
did not seem to have reopened, but
eitlier his blow or the grasp of the
constable had displaced the broken
ends of the bone, and he could feel
them grating together at his slightest
movement. "Keep your hands up, both
of you !" he ordered. "Give me the revolver, Molly! Got a rope, Andersen?"
"Well, I guess I have," grinned the
Swede.. He stepped to a packing case
behind the stove, and brought out a
short coll 'of manila, ' which, with a
kitchen knife, he sliced Into four or
five lengths.
"I tank I tie them to that beam,"
he said, indicating one of the vertical'
uprlehts of the wooden shack.
"At! right, Andersen," sijld Wilton.
"Tie 'em so that they can sit down.
They'll have some time to wait, and
they may get tired of standing."
He took the revolver from Molly and
slipped It Into his pocket, Peters let
loose a string of vicious oaths 3 Andersen proceeded to truss him up, but
neither man offered any resistance.
The caretaker stepped back and looked
at his work with critical satisfaction.
"I tank you get to Clayton by tomorrow night, all right, Mr. Carruthers," he said with droll complacency,
putting some more potatoes In the pan.
Despite their elation, Molly, and
Wilton could eat but little, washing down the food, which they could
hardly masticate, with gulps of coffee.
They were glad to get out Into the air.
Wilton made his way to the cache, unlocked It, and took out some frozen
fish for the dogs, which were giving
tongue vigorously Inside the stable.
"Here, Papillon !" he called. "I can't
make out what's the matter with those
men, lying In their blankets at this
pea-jack-

,

-

,

that's sure!"

And, with frenzied desperation, she
In pushing
Myers awáy
succeeded
from Wilton, and interposed between
him and the sergeant, whose revolver
pointed steadily at his forehead.
Peters scowled viciously at her.
"You can tell all that at the Inquest,"
'he snapped. "I've got orders to bring
you In, too. Get out of the way !"
At that the superhuman tension that
'held Wilton's rage In bounds seemel
'to snap. His ears were ringing, and a
spottcfl mist floated before his eyes.
Through this he saw Peters an Infinite
distance away, the revolver, now hardly larger than a pencil, pointing at his
'head. Behind the sergeant he saw Anfigure with a toy
dersen, a
pan in his hand. He leaped at Peters,
heard the weapon discharged, nd was
conscious of the sting of powder on
his forehead and a commotion in his
doll-lik-

might bt possible to reach Clayton
soon after nightfall.
"I think we might try again, Molly,"
he said. , ...
T think so, Will," she answered.
He caught hit to him. "You ar the
bravest woman I know," he said, kissing her. "We must succeed for Kitty's sake."
She kissed him back. "Of coursl
we shall, W1Í1, dear," she answered.
Wilton went Into the stable and
called the dogs. They were lying with
their noses together, and at his en!

VICTOR ROUSSEAU

'
Copyright by
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compass. The
during the night. '
"They must have guessed that those
men meant to arrest you, or else they
heard them talking," said Molly.
half-bree-

thoroughly aroused.
Wilton had handled a Tefractory
pack once before. He. knew that quick
action .was necessary.
He stepped
But Wilton had hurried to the horse forward, and, as the gleaming Jaws
stalls, separated from the dog stable gaped at him, and the animals preby a stout door. He breathed a deep pared to spring, snarling and quiversigh of relief. The second sleigh was ing with rage, he brought his whip
there. For a moment the thought of across the leader's nose with all his
possibilities had made his heart almost strength.
stand still.
immediately, with maddened yells,
He came back grim and resolute. the pack leaped at him. Wilton swung
"There's something pretty deep In all right and left with the whip, and then,
this business," he said. "I know why
the men ran away. The sergeant gave
them the tip to. I saw him talking to
Papillon last night And that's the
reason why they wouldn't sleep In the
shack because they meant to run. I
suppose the policemen Were afraid
that they would make trouble, or try
to help us. But I can't fathom It
Those men acted like criminals. That's
not the way of the police."
He clenched his fist and swore under his breath.
t
"I'll have those fellows broke for
this, If I have to go to Ottawa," he
said. "And I'm going to run down
those breeds. If it takes me a lifetime.
Í tell you this, Molly: It's all bound
up with Joe In some way or other, and
Tom Bowyer's at the bottom of It"
"But first remember Kitty," said
Molly softly, laying her hand on Wilton's shoulder.
Even the slight touch made him
wince, for the pain of his broken arm
was becoming unbearable. He realized
that In all probability he was In for a
long spell of Illness. He knew that
the bone would have to be reset His
head felt strangely light and the
ground seemed to slope downhill from
him In all directions. But he shut his
teeth hard, and would hot let Molly
guess. And a feverish energy took
possession of him. He must hold out
for the Journey, until' after the share- Immediately, Witn maddened Yells,
holders' meeting until he had " told
Leaped at Him.

wn
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trance sprang to (helr feet with menacing growls. They knew very well
what his advent portended, and it was
had deserted plain, that their wolfish temper was

;
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The Perfect Gum
Made of purest material- s-

la modern, sanitary,

factories-- No
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sun-li-

expense spared to make it
wholesome and full. of flavor
Wax-wrappe-

and sealed to keep
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it good:
WRIGLEY'S is bound to be the
best that can be made!
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aiding digestion
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retreating till his back was against
the' wall of the shack, he laid about
him with the shortened" stock.
Must Be Well Dressed.
With gaping Jaws and wicked, blood"She wants a new gown."
eyes,
came
on
pack
again
and
shot
the
"What for?"
him."
again, leaping at him, tearing at his
"She's going to sing over the radio
Inside the shack they found the po- clothes ; one sank its fangs Into his next
week, and she couldn't think of
licemen eating their breakfast on the right hand, and, as he freed himself
appearing for all those people In a
floor, with the caretaker diligently with a smashing blow, the others were
gown she has already worn twice.- "serving them. They were still bound, upon him sideward.
Detroit Free Press.
but their hands were free.
In an Instant he was struggling wltü
"Turn them loose at noon, Ander- his one hand against the heavy bodies
sen," Wilton feald. "Give them enough that bore him back, shielding his
to carry them on their way. throat thrusting the whhpstock Into
Just turn them loose and see that they the red, cavernous Jaws, while the anhaven't any dangerous weapons to do guish from his wrenched shoulder alyou mischief with."
most made him scream with pain.
"You bet I take care for that,",
Everything was swimming round
grinned the Swede.
him. They had him down. Their belWilton let Andersen harness the lowing howls grew fainter In his ears.
dogs, to save his strength for the jour- Mechanically he kept his right hand
ney. In a few minutes the sjed was at his throat. The left, torn from the
ready, with the sleigh carrying Joe's sling, flopped grotesquely in front of
body attached behind, and the huskies, him. He heard the click of the fangs
harnessed, sitting docile in the snow, that met In It, and felt no pain. He
awaiting the command to mush.
was swooning.
The sun was Just showing above the
Suddenly he heard the "snap-snaj)- "
startMolly
horizon when Wilton and
of a revolver. A leaping body seemed
ed on the second stage of their jour- to stop short In the air, and tumbled
ney to Clayton.
on him, knocking him on his face.
Dimly he heard the discharge of the
CHAPTER V.
weapon again. And then, out of a
Molly's face, and her
The Bitter Cup.
tears upon his cheeks.
betopped
the rise
Hardly had they
She was kneeling beside htm upon
hind which the cache was situated
floor of the stable, stanching the
the
when the full force of the wind caught
blood from his wounds with a strip
them. A blizzard was sweeping up,
torn from her petticoat. Upon the
and It grew In strength all that mornfloor lay three of the dogs, dead. Two
ing, until by noon It was almost a hurmore were writhing and moaning In a
ricane. They pushed on doggedly undistant corner. 'Wilton looked up.
avoiding
the
o'clock,
one
til about
Molly bowed her face upon his and
Just mix Alabastine with
temptation to rest at the auxiliary broke Into hysterical waeplng. It was
water cold or hot and
caches which had been established
the first sign of weakness he had ever
apply to any interior suralong this part of the road.
seen In her. He --held her In his right
face. The sure result is
,
At one o'clock they came to an arm.
fie saw that his blood had
beautifully tinted walls in
empty, cache and horse stable, which
stained her hands, her clothing.
exactly the color you wish.
had been built In anticipation of win"Molly," he said weakly, "Molly"
ter development work, and had formed
In
hopelessness.
wept
"It
utter
She
the hub of many radiating reconnols-sanc- e Is useless, Will," she sobbed. "Let us
Alabastine come in all
roads. They had come no more die here. We can't go on. They have
standard colors and these
good
was
a
It
and
still
miles,
than six
you. Your arm is broken again.
torn
intermix to form countfifteen Into Clayton. By this time the Oh, the snow the snow "
less others so that your
blizzard had Increased to an Intense
She seemed to have completely
decorating taste may be
violence, driving great sheets of snow broken down. She crouched beside
accurately followed.
to
Impossible
was
along the road. It
by
body
her
whole
shaken
him, her
face such a hurricane any longer.
sobs. And in his apathy It seemed to
"We'll have to wait till this lets up him good to He there, with Molly at
Wilton.
Molly,"
said
a bit
his side, till he grew stronger, or
The little shack, hardly more than
and
"Molly!
Remember Kitty
'
four walls and a roof, was unoccupied. Joe!"
went
door
and
down
the
Wilton broke
His .words seemed to galvanize her
In. He found the key of the stable,
She got up. Her
back to courage.
unlocked It, and unharnessed the dogs. face grew suddenly composed. With
He drove them In and shut the door. streaming eyid she bandaged up his
Then he took the blankets out of the wounds. She Improvised another sling,
sleigh and went Into the shack.
to hold his arm.
Independent Icelander.
To build a fire was Impassible, but
"I shall walk Into Clayton," she said.
The native of Iceland Is dependent
beef,
wash
tinned
and
thev ate biscuit
"Ybu must He In the shack. Help will upon
his own resources for all the
ing It down with water.
perhaps necessities of his family. He makes
come by noon tomorrow,
"It'll have to let up soon," said Wil- sooner."
his own clothes, builds his own boats,
ton. "If it doesn't we'll Just have
'
and shoes his own horses.
to face It again."
A dozen times he had regretted hav"Seven miles yet, and the
ing yielded to her "Insistence to acmeeting's at nine," he said. "I
Traveling In- that
company
him.
can't make It, Molly." .
weather was hard on a man, let alone
a girl such as Molly. He looked at
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
her In wonder as he saw her apparent
unconcern, the courage with which she
Repulsive Birds.
faced the difficulties of the Journey.
The greatest bird gourmand Is the
But his fears were centered chiefly
on Kitty. Suppose he couldn't go on ! vulture of southeast Europe. Seven
Suppose he couldn't be at the share- vultures can strip the carcass of a
horse In half an hour. After such a
holders' meeting on the morrow
Toward the middle of the afternoon meal they can fly only a few yards.
bodies,
3ij:
the wind seemed to have lessened, They stand with puffed-ou- t
'yet,
though the driven snow still swept In drooping wings, and blood-sho- t
blinding clouds along the road. It uttering hideous cries.
"We'll take the police sled and start
at once," he said to Molly. "It looks
as If a storm was brewing. I'll tell
Andersen to let those fellows go about
noon, and I'll leave the revolver with

,

slap-ban-

. Fowls of the Air.
"See here," said the angry customer,
"whn I order" poultry from you again
I don't want you to send me any oi
those airplane chickens."
"What kind do you mean, sir?"
'The sort that are all wings and machinery, and no meat." Boston Tran- -
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"Keep Your Hands Up, Both of You!"
hair.
Peters had shot to kill, but the hour, with the dogs howling for their
weapon, the least bit diverted by Mo- breakfast,"' he said to Molly Indignantly. "They must have known I'd
hJ.d been
lly's Intervention,
at Wilton's forehead a little hurriedly, feed them before starting on a run like
find he bad forgotten that the strong the one we've got before us. I suppose
ammunition, of which complaint had they heard the row and got scared back
frequently been mnde.by the police su- to bed," he added.
But no answer came to his call, and
perintendents, was apt to throw' the
suddenly Molly uttered a cry and
bullet high at short distances.
On the other side of the
Wilton shot his uninjured arm for- pointed.
obward with a vicious swing that caught stable were the tracks of a sleigh,
falling
by
entrance
the
at
the
literated
sent
the sergeant on the cheek and
him 'staggering backward. But the snow, which had drifted against the
force of the blow, communicated to building.
Wilton wrenched the doof open. His
Wilton's left shoulder, wrenched the
togethwound and forced a groan of pain sleigh and the dogs were gone,
transit- frcaa hit 'Uw. Peters reeled, regained er with the rifle, shotgun and

at

Most Unwelcome Truth.
The kiss of a pretty girl Is always
highly regarded among men, but As a
rule, after 'a man passes fifty he
would father have a mess of young
turnip greens. Houston Post.
'
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ROPY MILK MAY BE
CAUSED BY BACTERIA

Ttívlrmn. One of SolanQS GLADSTONE AND VICINITY

Newest Frock
on
smilinir0 bachelors, was in Roy
- j
having
his
McDonald
is
hnsiness the latter part or tnej Mr.
WThen milk is stringy or con
Ford car overhauled. The mec- tains coagulated material when
week.
hanic at the Hunter garage is do
í
first drawn from the udder, it is
'
'
work.
ing
the
County
at
an indication of an inflamed con
T. IL Yarbrough,
Mr. Yarbrough was in
dition of the cow's udder; but
torney, from Montague, Texas,
one day last week
s
when the milk is normal when
dtouv-ertwo
visiting
his
been
ha3
Bemus Griffin de drawn but becomes ropy several
Last
They
the past three weeks.
wolf from
hours later, it is due to the
repon a spaired of keeping the
took a trip to Taos ana
'
the door m New Mexico and trad growth of bacteria, according to
fine time.
ed his well improved farm for Prof. Cunnine-haof the New
one much less desirable. After Mexico Agricultural College.
NOTICE OF PENDENQY OF completing the'deal and selling
A great many types oí bacterACTION
his tock he vamoosed for Okla ia may cause ropy milk.
The
homa, his former home': but like one which seems to cause this
the majority who leave, he is trouble most frequently was fir
State of New Mexico)
) sa
back again, and from present md st isolated from water, and it is
County of Harding )
ications, intends to stay. He says possible that the cows often conthat he worked harder there in taminate themselves by wading
thereof,
Court
In the District
wiping off the sweat than he in surface water and then con
Eighth Judicial Distrifct.
would in New Mexico.
taminate the milk. Milk may al
See Glasgow was a business so be contaminated by the water
John U. Tobler,
'
Plaintiff,
'
visitor in Clayton one day last in the cooling tank, or the water
'
week.
v.
used in washing and rinsing the
.
Hall Hollman, who is attending utensils.
Gabriel Santistevan, the- un
In combatinsr the trouble it
known heirs of Gabriel Santis a Vocational school in Utah, is at
is always wise to remove cows
tevan, deceased, Diego ; Rivera, home for. a short stay.
the unknown heirs ot Lego uiv- - No doubt the taxpayers of from pastures in- which they
era, deceased, rancis uuuuu, Harding county will approve the wade in surface water. In a bad
fVio unknown heirs of Francis action of the S. A in looking in enidemic. all utensils and every
Clutton, deceased, Jose I. Armijo to the matter of the present met thing about the dairy building
Tomasita Lucero de Armijo, An hod of assessing the grazing seem to become contaminated.
tonia G. de Armijo, the, unknown lands of the county. It appears Eff ecient sterilization of all uten
heirs of Felipe Armijo, deceased, that land in native grass in the sils and strainer cloths is necesthe unknown heirs of Feliciano large tracts is called "grazing sary. This may be done with
Armijo, deceased, the unknown land and is assessed at $1.75 an live steam or with boiling water,
A combined kimona and circular
heirs of Tomas Armijo, deceased, acre, while the same kind of land to which an active disinfectant
trimmed in distinctive
as heen added. Fresh bleaching hell sleeve,
Jenaro Maestas, the unknown in small tracts is called
design with white embroidery, fea
land-nused
lime)
deceas
cultivated"
(chlorinated
Maestas,
powder
heirs of Jenaro
tures this new tall irock ot moroc-ca- n
A roll collar which
'crepe.
ed, the unknown heirs ot Jose and is assessed at a rate consider at the rate of at least b ounces
into a V neck and the broad
Leon Sembrano, deceased, the ably hiaher. Come to think of to a gallon of water gives satis- opens
nd sash are also embroidered.
unknown heirs of Jose Leon it, possibly it's the long name factory results. It will also be The length well it's back.
Sambran, deceased, Jose Garcia, that gives it the additional value useful to soak the utensils in the
Gavina A Garcia, Ricardo Gon- At any rate the people"" should solution from 15 to 20 minutes.
zales, Simona G. Gonzalés, Chico keep hard on the trail of the One small utensil overlooked may
C. L Justice was a business
Sheep Company and all unknown "powers that be" and demand a be the cause of
at Solano and Mosquero,
visitor
When possible, it is well to
claimants of interests in the pre square deal.
1"
..
Friday.
mises described in the complaint
Roy Hephner sold some chick- white wash the walls of the
; milk' room, or drench them with
adverse to the plaintiff,
ens in Raton last week.
Mrs. C. Emest Anderson and
solution.
Defendants.
A nice rain fell west of Glad the disinfectant
children are spending the week
milk
fails,
the,
else
all
When
The above named defendants, stone- last Saturday which will nav be made satisfactory for use with relatives and friends in
Gabriel Santistevan. Diego Riv revive the suffering- corn and bv pasteurizing before it become Roy.
era, Francis Clutton, Jenard Ma bring up the wheat that is al- - rmnv at a temneraiure oi
estas, Antonio G. de Armijo, ready planted.
F. for 30. minutes. There
E, F. Henry, who is stuccoing-th- e
Ricardo Gonzales. Chico bheep
Alton Johnson, who has been--- .
Heve that mlk
aann t
Mills school building, sjpent
,
Company, the unknown heirs of working onrthe highway, is at , ,
when. it is Sunday with home folks.
He
,
'
Gabriel Santistevan, deceased, home harvesting his beans.
become roDV on reports that he is getting along
has
the unknown heirs of Diego RiMr. 'Dukeminier is harvesting standing is in any way harmful fine with the work on the buildvera, deceased, the unknown his winter wheat this week. He to
the' consumer, oui 11 is not ing and will soon have the work
heirs of Francis Clutton, deceas- believes that it will yield four appetizing to the average Ameri completed. He has a number of '
ed, the unknown heirs of Felipe or five bushels per acre.
can and in some cases the tlavor other jobs waiting on him that
Armijo, deceased, the unknown
is affected.
he will start as soon as his work
heirs of Feliciano Armijo, deceas
The County officers are nowon the school house is done.
ed, the unknwn heirs of Tomas
in th new Court house
Fred Wilson, of near Mosquero
jI Armijo, deceased, the unknown installed which
was recently pur- delivered fat hogs to Roy buyers
bupding
The ticket nominater by the
heirs of Jenaro Maestas, 'deceas- chased from the school board of last Friday.
Democratic convention is geneial
ed, the unknown heirs of Jose Mdsquero.
illto be one of tils
Leon Sambrano, deceased, and all
Mrs. F, E.'Ivey is, making all stronge&U ttate tickets, if not
unknown claimants' of interests
The delivery team belonging of the necessary arrangements ,ne strongest; yet put into the
in the nremises described in the
fi,jd i0y that party.
to
At least
Luians and Branch became to erect a nice, modern,
complaint adverse to the plain
something Friday residence on her lots imthe north f0i,r
on it will tax the imfrightened
at
tiff, are herebv notitied that the
and decided to make a part of town, which she recently !ounuity of the Republican
above entitled action has been evening
from J. W. Johnson gers. They are the candidates
hurry-u- p
trip about town. I he
commenced by the above named
thrGibson has the for Governor, James F. Hinklef
Rodriguez,
was
Mr
Pete
Sr.
driver,
Juan
plaintiff against all tHe defend own from
wagon and bruised contract to do the work and has f0r United States Senate, A. A.
the
ants herein, the general objects consideraablv.
The team ran already started to get the mate- -' Jones; for Congress, John Mor-riof which action are to quiet title around few blocks, then crash
on the ground. The build- - r0Wi and Supreme Court Justice,'
a
in nlaintiff to the real property
pole at the ing will be completed in the next Samuel G. Bratton. Albuquer-fetelephone
a
ed
into
hereinafter described, and that J. Appel comer; they then ran
weeks.
que Morning Journal.
plaintiff's title thereto be estab- across the street and onto the
This expression of commenda- .
lished and that the defendants porch of
Co,
Trading
Roy
from the Republican Journal
schools
tion
of
the
the
enrollment
The
herein, and each of them, be
entan- picked up considerably the fore indicates the high type of candid
became
they
where
;tore,
barred and ever estopped from gled and were unable to go any
part of this week, and at the ates selected by the Democratic-presenhaving or claiming any right,
damage
amount
of
The
farther.
rate of increase, the ; convention. The. leaders in the
'
title or interest in or to said was slighthowever much excite- school rooms
will be completely party are more than gratified
real property. The real property ment was caused those on the
time. Many 01 'over the ticKet. senator jones
filled
in
a
short
affected by this action to which streets.
not aware that declared he was highly fcleasecr
narents
are
the
it is souerht to auiet the title be- years of age or with the ticket srenerally. fore
five
all
children
;ing the following described real
school and that casting Democratic victory des
Older
Boy,
can
attend
years
fifteen
property, situate, lying and bei WANTED
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local
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who
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older,
age,
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ng in Harding County, New Methey will again be victorious
to
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care for childwork and go to school on truck.
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Inquire at this office.
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Southwest Quarter and the Sou
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GLASSES
We are now prepared to test
your eyes and fit glasses.
Can furnish you any kind of
glasses, or any corrective treatment for the eye you can get
any where.

sm-inz-

ThePlumlee Hospital
Roy,
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Mecessütüe
We handle a complete line bf

Croceries
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Dry-Farmi-

Meats

At prices you can afford to pay
-- Give us a tria- l-

'

.

EGGS - EGGS EGGS
We will pay you OA cents in
V
cash for them.
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CITY MEAT MARLET
OSCAR KIDD, Proprietor
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five-roo-

32x 3

man;t-purchas- ed

$12.00
$15.00
32 x 4
$17.50
33x4
Michel in Cords reduced
again. Selling now at
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J Tires
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$12.75
BUY YOUR TIRES WHERE YO
YOUR AIR
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Motor
Company

R. S. Wood

16-2-

AH Over the State Just Now
r""Vy(
ÍZ7R
.

James

S.

Christman

Driílér and Contractor

Deep Holes a Specialty
Custom Plowing, Large "Tracts
ROY. NEW MEXICO-

-

Abstracts Abstracts Abstracts

''

ttt

Meridian.

We have the only complete tract index to the Harding
Qounty Records.
We have an experienced abstracter , in charge of our

business

We give our entire time and attention to the abstract
'
business.
Our abstracts are approved by all loan companies oper-in- g
in Hárding County.
vWe can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable
-

charge.

;

" v

....

Harding County Abstract. Co.
INCORPORATED AND BONDED
New Mexico.
Mosquero,

,

And said defendants, and each
of them, are further notified
that unless they enter their appearance herein on or before
the 11th day of November, 1922,
judgement will be rendered against them by default.
That the name and postoffice
address of plaintiff's attorney
is W. R. Holly, Springer, New
Mexico
WITNESS my hand and' the
seal of said court at Mosquero,
Harding County, New Mexico,
this Slst day of August, 1922.
C. Ernest Anderson,
Cerk of said Court.
Soal
:
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PRINTING

N

COMPANY

be the time for independent thinking in New Mexico.
Therefore THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD will undertake to inform its readers as to the fitness of candidates of
both parties for the positions they seek. It will publish a series of critical discussions of the candidates, office by office,
from the top to the bottom of the ticket. It will .present an
impartial analysis of the strength and weakness of the candidates and in conclusion will announce which candidate for
each office it will support in the campaign.
Every voter in New Mexico will want to read this series
of articles; every voter should read the articles because they
will contain'information that the voter should have before
deciding on the candidate for whom he or she will vote. It is
a requsitie of good citizenship to know the facts.
The first of these articles will appear in the ALBUIt will
QUERQUE HERALD on Tuesday, September 19.
discuss the two candidates for U. S. Senator. An article on
each succeeding day will discuss the candidates, for another
office until the list is completed.
Act quickly if you are not a subscriber to the ALBUQUERQUE HERALD. Send in your subscription for the
twelve days beginning, September 19, or better still, for the
period which will comprise the political campaign .
The rates will be found below.
THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD is now the leading
newspaper of New Mexico. It contains more news, better
news features and more and better comics than any newscolored'
paper in the Southwest. It will soon have a
comic section as a regular feature of the,, Sunday paper. It
publishes daily "THE GUMPS" the highest priced and best
comic feature in the world. You will want to watch the spectacular race of Andy Gump for Congress, which appears only
in THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD.
flays, introductory offer,
The subscription rates are
Three months, $2.50.; Six
One month,
months, $4.50. One year, $8.00.
Subscribe today for THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD-I- t
will keep you posted on the best men and women running
for office, and the big newrs of the campaign, as well as the
big news of the world the. day it happens.

matter at the post

s

'

office in Roy, N. M.
27, 1912.

Registered August

fertilizers and enlisting strange
insects In their war against oth- '
er insects that prey on our crops
'
in
(This department
Giving the Farmers the Benefit 'this work with the authorities of
each State and in waging re- 'of the Expert's Knowledge
lentless war on the insect enem- be
agriculture
by
year
Year
iesof our plants. If the State
comes more and more profitable authorities are unable to
it grows more and more scien- - erate the pepartment maintains
tifie. There was a time when a the fight alone. The Agricult-farmDeDartment is our keenest
was considered too
setvative to adopt ''new-- f angled ' student of new plants, especially
ideas". In those days, many of those of food value
the people thought that any one . No, one can read this booklet
could be a farmer. Today it's without getting a new point of
recognized as just as much a pro view on the vast educational and
fession as any other and in no advisory work carried on by the
line f "work is science more re- United States Government. All
spected or used. That this is so of us are inclined to think of the
is do, largely, to practical educa- Government as a force used to
tional work, which the Depart enforce laws. It is no less" ef
ment of Agriculture of the Uni fective in the task of suggesting
ted States Government has been 'and educating our citizens to the
carrying on in every part of our lull uuues vi uiuseuamp aim iu
the extent of their possibilities
country. '
This work is described in a in their chosen work.
This fact is emphasized in the
booklet entitled the "Greatest
of folders and booklets of
series
Farmer in the World," a copy of
which we. have received. It is which this story is a part. The
the latest number of the series distribution of this material is
of stories on Our Government, of real timely value to this comwhich is being circulated among munity and reflects credit on
the homes of this community by he institution which is distridut- nis ing them to the community. We
ine vir&i isauonai isanK.
account, of the work of the agri- understand that there are still
cultural department brings out available a few pi the handsome
portfolios,. which make it easy to
n
many interesting and
preserve the booklets for referfacts.;
Few people realize, for instan- ence in the future.

HOW THE DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE IN
CREASES PROSPERITY

The Albuquerque Herald is an independent newspaper.
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that no individual agricultu-

ral problem is too small to rewaiter uottingham, manager
ceive the attention of the Gov- of the Springer Lumber Co., at
ernment's experts. These men Mosquero, and Mr Sprague a
tell a farmer why his potato .traveling salesman, were transa- crop failed, or the best way tojeting business in Roy Wednes-fertiliz- e
a given soil for a certain day1 evening,
'
crop. If, they can't answer his j
questions by mailthey will send Mrs George Perry was up from
a personal representative.
Solano the first of the week con- Its agents ' are- conducting- suiting the" doctor regarding the
their researches' jn; all alrts of illness of her baby i which has
the world, sfeékíflg 'riew' forms of been on.the, sick list for several
-

Name......

...

1

.

--

'.

T

We doubt very much if the
Republican party ould have found a better mar. m the State for
oi lieutenant
the. nominatio
Governor than Hon. Eufracio
Gallegos, who was named for
that important place on the ticket last Saturday morning. Mr.
Gallegos is at present chairman
of the Buard of County Commissioners of Harding County and
has been fair in his dealings With
the people of the county. He has
been a resident of this part of
New Mexico all his life, having
been reared on the ranch where
he now lives. Mr Gallegos is a
prominent stockman and has made good in the business and we
are sure will make a strong and
prominent leader in the senatft,
as well as real governor when
the duty of that office is placed
upon him. The people of Harding County should support Mr.
Gallegos as he is a home man
way of the
and worthy in
office to which he aspires.'.
,

It is ruled by no party or political group. It believes this to
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.C.H.GARNER

Auctioneer
...New Mexico.
12 'years experience selling for
the best farmers and breeders in
three states, 8 years a breeder of:
Shorthorn cattle and Poland China hogs. Padegrees understood.
Will go anywhere to conduct
large or small sales.
Write, WUe or Phone at my ex- pense for dates, terms'
7
:
reasonable.
Mills,

-

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER

Santa Fe, Sept 12 Active
campaigning by the winning ticket nominated by the Democrats
Dates at thi9 office.
will begin September 14th.
Teamed with Senator Jones,
James F. Hinkle, nominee for
governor, will begin a speaking
tour of the state. The first one
of the meetings that Senator
Jones and Mr. Hinkle will hold fancy Comb : Extracted Honey
will be at Santa Rosa.
For sale by the case
The plans for the start of the
'
and io 5 gal. cans
cámpaign will keep the Senator
and the gubernatorial nominee Retailed by all
Leading Grocers
in the .northern part of the state
for at least two weeks, it is be- V Italian Bees and Queens
lieved. Instead of making one
or two addresses in the cities in
the centert of the state and trust
Springer, New Mex.
ing to luck on the remainder,, P.O. Box
the Democratic candidátes will
go into every district in New

Mills,' N.M.

FATJO'S HONEY

,

.

.

Fatjo Apiaries

Mexico.

The theme of the campaign
the doctrine of

will follow

General Blacksmith

campaignin- g- econ-

and

omy and ef f eciency in administration of the state and national
,
governments.
Senator ; Jones,
seeking
will inform ACETYLENE WELDING AND
New Mexico voters of the details
, ;
DISC ROLLING
of the futile fight he waged to '..'.AT THE OLD STAND, - ,
have a tariff which gives .them ; ;
WITHJHE LIBERTY ,
an equal break with other distGARAGE
ricts. The wool schedule in the
present tariff, for example, cuts
Wade,1;
twenty cents off the rate in the
one for which he fought success:'
fully when art emergency act
rrrr
'v ;
was neeessáry."
" From Santa- Rosa,'' the candidátes will go to Anton Chico, then
Mora: ,' Taos, and I to northern
; UNDERTAKER
,
'
New AMéxicó. " The schedule for
And
them after Taos has hot been deLICENSED EMBALMER
termined.
line of Caskets alwaysq on
Full
Senator Jones has ' been
also suits and dresses.
hand,
to address thé Bankers
day or, night
answered,
Calls
Convention which meets in Las
No.
58
Phone
Vegas on Sept, 22 and" 23rd. He
Roy,
N. Mex.
Blk.
Foster
has chosen the subject-- " Our
Balafic Sheet." '.

Machine Wi r.f
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Will be submitted to the directors-th- e

electorate- - by

JaMé
Democratic Candidate for Governor

At a meeting at which

Senator Jones
Will discuss national issues and his position on them

TIBIA! NCR, r
p

7:30 O'CLOCK

LUCERO HALL
o y, New M e x i c o
.

Intel-nation-

Advertisement

Mr and Mrs Harry Van Horn,
who have been residents of Roy
the past few years, left for Dal- hart,- Texas last Tuesday where
they will malte their future home. We understand that Harry
C. E. Anderson and sons, Paul has accepted a good position at
Virgil, Guy and Ernest, left Sun that place, and we wish them
day morning for Spearman, Tex., both success in their new .home.
where they will- - take a once
A number
'politicians were
over" of the tówn with a view of
Roy ' Thursday the Roy Prer
in
locating there. We understand
that if the place suits them they cinct caucus which was held, here
will probably open up a machine and 24 delegates'were named for
shop there. Spearman is a new the county convention.
town on the Santa Fe branch
SELL SEVERAL CARS
and is but a few years old and is
forging to the front very rapidly
Baker & Scheier, local agents
It is located about 125 miles
southeast of Clayton and is just agents for the Ford Motor Co.,
have sold a number of cars durabout a day's drive from here.
ing the past few weeks. In fact,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION they have already sold their quota for the year and still have
Department of the Interior
months left yet of the
U.S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton year nine
in which to sell. v During
New Mexico.
the past week they have sold a
August 21, 1922
car to each of the following;
NOTICE is hereby given that Célete Kidd, W. T. Jackson
and
Jose de Jesus Medina, of Roy, have several more prospectiva
Harding Co, New Mexico, who purchasers in view. They state
on December, 18, 1918, and
that they will order another car.
6, 1920, made Homestead load of touring
cars inthe next
Entry No. 026331, & No. 026630 few days and thus
be wrAv for :
NW14-NEV- i,
or EI2-E1- 2
autumn trade. This firm is
the
Section one of the youngest in
and SW-Sthe city
35, Township 19 N, Range 25E, but is forging rapidly
to the froN.M. P. Meridian, has filed nt. They have purchased
the
notice of intension to make Final large building in which
they
are
Three Year Proof, to establish quartered and will make numa
claim to the land above descri- ber of improvements
on it in
bed, before F.H. Foster, U.S. the very near
futura,
will '
which
Commissioner, at his office at make them a fine garage
buildRoy, .New Mexico, on the 28th ing, and on
that no town could
day of September, 1922.
be ashamed of.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Aldeis, Demetrio Garcia
W. H, Hayman of Amarillo,
Fsco A. Martinez and Pedro T. Texas, is a business
visitor in
Montoya, all of Roy, New Mexico Roy this week,
confering with
II. II. Errett,
the school board regarding the
Register.
placing of the heating plant in
the new school building.
.

Mr and Mrs C.W.B. Leather-ma- n
have moved into the Plum-le- é
house recently vacated by
Milo Ratcliffe and family.

a-b-

,

Ja-íuar-
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Saturday September 16th, 1922,

llar dine County, New Mexico.

The Spanish American, Roy,

Ethel Farley started to school NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION LADY DEMOCRATIC VOTERS
' HOLD IMPORTANT
,
Department of the Interior
ATTENTION V
MEETING
Clayton
Gladys
LAND
pretty
OFFICE
.
withdrawn
Beabout
busy
TJ.S.
at
has
week
a
was
Last
week for the superintendent, and from the fifth grade because her iNew Mexico
1922
Auguau
the teachers, but new since we parents are moving away,
The ladies of Precinct No.. 3
3 3 9" i t V err
The fifth grade has organized NOTICE is hereby given that (Roy) held a very important
have been classified and know
where we belong and what we as "Modern Health Crusaders" Vicente C. De Baca, of Roy, meeting in Roy last Tuesday af
I ; C
r
are to do. we arP having some TheV expect to improve their Harding Co, New Mexico, who ternoon and formed a permanant
G..H.,.r,.
(..
time to the ortranizintr of teams health and to help others to do on August, 15th, 1919 made Ho- - organization for their precinct.
jno.
ana base ban. so. J. L. Dnnnon and velda mestead .untry
U2ba, ior Mrs G.R. Abernathy was elec-- ; ' o';h?;
tor basket-ba- ll
rf rJ
Sec. 26,
We have' two teams organized Wilkinson are the "health inspec
Mrs.
precinct
chairwoman,
ted
Section 3, Township 19N Range W.VV.
for base' ball playing and will tors" this week. .
Gilstrap vice president,
We sure have some good truck 25 E. N.M.P Meridian, has filed
soon be challenging our' neighA.M.
DavenportSeeretaiv
The drivers this time. Not one of 'notice of intention to make Final and .Mrs Dr Plumlee Treasurer.
bors for match games.
girls have organized two teams !tnem has been late so far, altho Ihree Year Proot, to, establish
The ladies planned to get out thand are fixing jsome of them are loaded to- the claim to the land above descri-a- p
for basket-bal- l
their court. Mr: Bazzill has 'limit. The six trucks are now 'bed,, before r'.H. Foster, U.S. en tiré democratic lady vate thú
been chosen as our manager" and carrying 119, children, and the Commissioner, at his office at fain Tlíey will hold another mcc
tn ting in a few days and. intend '
h promises us that we shall drivers report 54 more yet to Koy, xsew .uexico, on tne
1922,
day
September,
of
come,
meeting
of
have' an opportunity
form a ladies Democratic clr'
We saw Mr. Brown and "Mr. Claimant names as witnesses: and want every, lady democrat! Vx
the best teams within reach of
'
Peter T., Montoya, Tomas Vi- voter or lady who believes in tb Cylinders
Thompson in town this week and
'
our school.
Jesus' Medina and Seferio
gil,
here
Deep well pumping outfit
they
are
wondering
if
are
to
enrollment
school
Our high
principals of the party' to joi '
Gas pipe & fittings
date (Tuesday, September, 12) to build our new school house. Garcia, all of Roy, New Mexico. tne organization.
'.
H.H. Errett.
Stock Tanks
is 39.- - Lucile Pursell and Cecile We sure hope so anyway.
T?pcristfi
Superior and Van Brunt
Mackey enrolled this week.
Grain DrillsIn the grades the enrollment jones And
hinkle to
Oliver & Emerson Tractor
is as follows: Eighth, 17? Sevencounty
thursday
be
in
Wm. P. Bagley formerly opeand horse Plows
th, 18; Sixth,, 21;- Fifth, 15;
friday
.
and
of the S. A. is back again
rator
Wagons
Fourth, 21; Third, 17; Second,'
old job. He has been in.
at
his
Tin Shop Supplies
;
20, First, 11; Primary; 27.
Sen. A. A, Jopes and Mr. Hin- Kansas the past three months
Well Cásing
secthe
entering
pupils
New
kle the Democratic nominee for
Safety Flues
ond grade this week are: Isabel Governor, will be in Harding but is glad to get back in good
:
Self Oiling and Roller
Montoya, Teresita West and County next Thursday and Fri- old New Mexico.
Si
lit;
Bearing Windmills
Ignasio Trujillo.' Everyone in day. These prominent' gentleBRADLEY
this grade has been present ev men will speak Thursday after- Ralph Hazen was a business
ery day.
íncniiorr nf 2.30 and visitor in Mosquero, Friday.
nrnn of
Hodges
enrolled
Jimmie
in
the
ni
at Rov" at 7.30
-,
Ira Woods has been cook in
1,1
j j
araae vveunesuay
ui and Friday morning at 10. A.M
Jiiianin
Aspgren home for a few days
the
last week.
at Mills. Everybody's invited to Mrs. Aspgren's ankle will not
Hazel and Rollie DeFrees are attend thése meetings and listen
permit her to do any work yet.
this week.
absent
to these prominent men give the
mm
Lavance Hazen was injured,
Lora Plumlee is absent on 'ac- ir views on matters pertaining to
by a fall from a horse
Thursday
SCHOOL1 BUDGETS
count of sickness.
the welfare of the people of New that he was riding. Although
APPROVED
Elmer Malone Joe Garzina and Mexico.
the injuries were not very seriKyneido Anderson are new adthey were enough to bruise
ous,
Wm . G . Johnson accompanied ditions to the sixth grade.
,
Lavanceup quite a bit
and'shake
PUBLIC
NOTICE
TO
THE
Allen Cope, one of the Sikth
by his wife and daughter, made
Mrs. R. H. Thomas
and
Mr.
a business trip to Santa Fe and grade boys, withdrew from schchildren,
Mr. and Mrs. Gar-and
as Vegas in the interest of the ool Monday, as his parents are .NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN,
v
:
Mrs.C . H.
daughter,
Roy Schools and the Harding moving to Dawson. We all hate that bhe Board of Eduoation of ms and
Woods,
Ira
daughter,
and
Moore
County Rural Schools the first to see Allen leave,
Pnhnnl District No. 3. Hardins
'
Hazen and Harry Asp
'
OUR farm is a businecV
Üt'
of the week.
.,
Several children are out this County, and known as the Roy Arthur
Y
Moore
'the
callers
at
were
gren
1
'
:
ft,
E'-any
othei
, conducted as
Mr Johnson appeared before week fwin to save the legal Municipal School District, will home Sunday afternoon.
to pay a profit. And whit iu:ccstrj 'ludncsi. Lv( ' r.
(beans.)
crop
tender
the
to
Auction
Public
at
offer
and
Commission
on
Tax
the State
Mrs. A. G. Hazen has been
good banking connections?"
Those missing from the sixth highest bidder on Tuesday Sep- the sick-lisassisted in having the Roy, Sofor the past 'week.
Cunn,
A.M.
grade
'
Mildil
o'clock
10,
19th,
at
uix:
tember
lano and Kephart budgets approThe mechanics and marrr'? ;'.r;t al' yitr'-'fr.rDr. Daniels was called Saturday
Cam;
nd
Rhyne,
C'.avIh
buildinj?Earl
Plea
known
the
as
he
budget
for
to work ouü. If you h& '0 v. pyoa ft ttt ; r d r; ."V
furniture
Mrs.
present
The
ved.
afternoon,- and at
sant View School building which A. .G. is some better.
efficiently, then you have r Tv; c. r ' .IV.'o":-- f
Roy and some minor amounts in V"kiiiSon.
'
it
"Jhc seventh vrxU is ir.akiiijriis located about 7 miles east and
or better than any business i. the U nd
the budget were cut out or reduC. C. Moore was a business
Not'one mile north of Roy.
Saturday.
ced, but the teachers and truck a record to be, proud "of.
Mosquero,
visitor in
' r ' ' '"' '
Our doors open just as.v'. r
The building is of frame
salaries were not changed . At our of the eighteen has ' been
Mr. Frank Heimann has the
r:
:
ully
as'
.;.
ycu
givén
to
t
'are
f
or absent thus far.
ct'u l.'ci ' :, ' '
struction and is about 30 by 36 contract to move the Bradley
Solano he secured two trucks for '
County.
bid-iHarding
Dqnn's-clasin
physiology
s
in
Miss
feet in size.. The successful
that district and had the salaries
school building into Mosquero.
of all teachers reinstated. At doing some good work in draw- - der or bidders will be given thir-inMrs. Edla Bradley has secured
OtherJiusiftess firms isef!rto '
the ; different part of the ty days time to remove the
."'i. cooperation
Kephart he was successful in
position as
turnover
cf jlvdc,
;hej
in
the
c;r'V:"" f 'fur
:
;,'r
; ding froni the ground or-l- whi of the PeHaven school for was
;'"
.'thaí.seityice.''
havjng the truck reinstated. A
'
v'""'
recent decision of the j District r Is is remarkable how fast the ch to make the necessary arran-littl- e winter.
.
y
Vvhv don't vou?
fellows are learning to wri- - géménts.for leaving-sam- e
in its Henry T3arms was a vrsitorw
Court of McKinley County állo- ws but $990.00 for all expenses te. lne eightn grade teacner in present location
of any ruralTcnobl "in "ány oneParacwr. Mrs. Fendieton is where the building is now loca- - his daUghter, Mrs. Moore, home
-r
school year and twice this amou-- more than- pleased with the pro-- . ted. is. ownd y Fred Breford with him fcr a fewüays visit;
gress
any.
arrangements
leave
pupils
making
to
are
in and
her
nt for a two room schooj .and
Mrs. P Hall way one of. .our,
it on the prefeeijt locatiori flll ha" industiwls "bean harvesters' la
r ::" r ..:::,
three times the amount for three thé art.
.;;..'
The Primary enrollment has ve to be made with Mr Breford,, stj.week-.iiroom schools. An appeal to the
fact there seems to
38.The purpose Of the sale" of the be quite a few of them lately.
reached
The majority ?tf
Supreme Court is certain on the
matter and it is to be hoped that these ride in on the trucks, some building is t!o place ownership of Miss Clovis Moore called on
it in proper' hands as the build- the Misses Virginia and Elizait will be decided within the next a distance of ten miles.
Mosquero Abstrrcl ? ( n x
ing is no longer needed by the beth Woods, Saturday. ;
pupils
week
new
are:
The
this
:
few days and. favorable to the
rural schools. Should the Supre Bernardo Montoya, Ignacio Mon- School District; Bids will be ac'
'
'
cepted from church or communi- WOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
(Incorpora
me Court uphold the decision of. toya and Amita Neal.
and v.rí.')
indivity
organizations
abor
from
Clifford
been
has
Beabout
the lower court then it will be
Department of the Interior
ABSTRACTS FURNISHKi) (T.Oftit 11. V ON M l.
. duals. Terms will be strictly cash
up to the county Board to change sent several days.
LAND OFFICE at Clayton
U.S.
LANDS IN H.ROfN!; ( OÍ NTY.
day
idof
on
sale.
the
We
are teaching the young
all teachers contracts and other
New Mexico.
right
The
Board
the
to
how
of
reserves
ea
spite
in
shoot
the
expenses to confirm with the
August
new ruling. All that can be fact we have no ammunition to to reject any and all bids.
Insurnr.''"
kvuh.
given that
hereby
is
NOTICE
School District No. 3
done until the matter is settled shoot with.'
, j
Kephart,
Gay,
of
C.
Special
Synthia
?mp,s.
' ', r"
attention
r,
.'
Harding County
Otis Harris dropped out bein the Supreme Court is to wait
Union Co., New Mexico, who
CmTn-cause his folks moved to SpringBy C.L. Justice
and hope for the best. ;t
8th, 1919, made
' on September,
Mosquero. .Vv M' y
er.
President.
Homestead Entry, No.' 026653,
Willie Carver has been absent Attest:
SWit-Nfor SEi4-NWm. G. Johnson,.
Harry Evans was trading with the last two days helping s his
EI2-SESec. 35, Twp. 23 N.
r'w." neat" m '.'6"u?rsrww5
Secretary.
father.
our merchants last Tuesday .
R 28E, N.M.P. Meridian has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Year Proof, to establish
3 Three
1
'.'
land above descri
to
claim
rt bed, beforetheF.H.
Foster, U.S.
ROY SCHOOL NOTES
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Commissioner, at hi office at
Roy, New. Mexico, on the 29th
day of September, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses :
W . H . Gay, Poy Gay, Harry
Lammon and Jay Lammon, all of
Kephart, New Mexico.

WE ARE

NOW SHOWING

BUY EARLY
WHILE SELECTIONS
ARE COMPLETE

Re'gister.

COMTkACTOll
Cement, Stic:o
TOY, NKy

:

.

,

?LaUrcj fv

si:.u o

:

,'

9
A

i
I
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LETTER

I wish to say to the voters of
Harding county, who are not
personally acquainted with "Hal
Warner, that he is one of the
early settlers of the mesa, always
ivarlv tn TwirtiiMnata in anv move
that is to the upbuilding of his
county arid state.
We need a c jnscicntious, ener-- I
christian man like Mr.
Warner in opposition to the boot
leggers and other law breakers
of our new county. As far as
experience is concerned, he has
made a success of his own business, and we know that he can
handle the problems that confront á sheriff, to the satisfaction of the entire county.
He has an honest record beyond adqubt and all of his neighbors are supporting him. Investigate these matters and help
to head the ticket with this kind
of material.
j
A FRIEND
.

R oy Trading Co.

R UENin:

H.H. Errett,

our line of

Ladies Fall Hats
Coats
Suits and Waists

E.

-

,

Advertisement--
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THE UN1VEÍC3AL CAR

Baker & Scheie r.
Authorized TORD
Sales and Service
.

,

.

Fordsoix;
.

THE UNiVEaCM

TRACTOa
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The

v
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Roy, Harding County, New Mexico.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
the Renublican convention. Your NOTICE TO ALL DEMOCRA POLITICAL ANNOUNCEKEHTS
To the Voters of Harding Cou support will be greatly, appreciate
TIC CHAIRMEN OF HARDTTavinounK.ea. r
ntv
ING COUNTY, N. MEX'
o served as vour
J
Very respectfully,
more,
or
year
past
nty
Clerk
the
ANNOUNCEMENT
,
Myra 0 DeFrees.
I have decided to become a can'
At a meeting held by the Cou
to
subject
for
nty Democratic Central CommI hereby announce myself a didate
ANNOUNCEMENT
ittee of Hardinr County at Roy,. candidate for Sheriff, subject to tint-- adiinn. of. the ReDublican Con
andelected
N . M . on Tuesday September 5th the action of the Democratic vention. If nominated
Thereby announce myself as a
the following resolution was ado Convention of Harding County t shall continue, to have personal candidate- for. the1 nomination of
the office as I have im
pted:
If nominated and elected I prom- charge--oHard- Superintendentof
School:
for-any
you
'
"All prospective candidates ise tr cnnAuct the office strictly the past. Thanking;
to
action
subject
the
ingvcounty,
who desire to have their names on a business basis with economy support you may give me;
of the-- Democratic convention. 1.
1 am,.
placed in' nomination for County of County Government as my
will appreciate: your support..
Respectfully,.
oiiice av ine vAJiuuy vxmveutiyi chief airo.
Réspectfully, v
Anderson
C.
Ernest
Sept.
"Roy,
on
to be held at
N.M.
Henry W. Farmer.
Mrs. W. ChasCason.
22nd and 23rd, shall deposit a
ANNOUNCEMENT
nomination fee of 510.00 wrtft
Having, been ursred by numei ThVvillage dads had the Stine
ANNOUNCEMENT
the secretary W.R. Copien of
Bros, erect a water tank
a candi-.bauT hereby announce myself as rous friends;
Mosquero, N.M. on or before
- the.' city
HardmgvGou
well last k riday.
Ani.K
forneatsheriff
of
September 20th, 1922, same to a candidate for County Assessor
be used for the current expenses of Harding County, New Mexico,, uty,. I ereby announce1 myself They also had1 the boys to shoot
tne ue- - asn a candidate
of the County Central Cbmmi-tee- ." subiect. to the action at
rorims impon juiwtne-- ' casing in me ueepwcu
.It. 11. .11.'
I
va
hundre4 feet
mocratic Convention, II nomina- - ónice;. suDjecioJine acuuu ui also pull
This resolution was introduced ted and elected, I pledge myself the; Democratic Convention.. 11 of the six inch casing. Alter tne
at a previous meeting of the co- to personally discharge the du- elected I will take personal' cha-- casing was pulled, the water rose
mmittee and met the approval of ties' of said office without favor ree1 of the1 office. Your support nearly three Kundred feet in the
well, of within about 250 feet of
all candidates present at that ti- to anyone' and at a minimum of will be appreciated.
R. L. Grossamt
the surface. This indicates that
me and the committee felt that expense to taxpayers.
the upper strata of water was
it was necessary to make same'
A. I (Shorty) Burleson
ANNOUNCEMENT
The ten inch casing
cased out.
permanent.
in the well and a test of
Precinct Chairmen will please
To the voters of Harding Co.,
announcement;
explain this resolution to any
I hereby announce myself as thé hole will be made in the
candidates in their Drecinct so This is. to announce that H a candidate for the nomination next few davs to determine how
they may govern themselves ac M. Warner is a candidate for as sheriff of Harding County sub much water it is able to furnish.
p. i . .i
T
enough water
cordingly.
action oír me iveuun-ca- n If the test shows
sheriff of Harding County, N.M. ject to tne
By order of the County Demo- subiect to the action of the De
Convention." If my services to warrant it; a pump will be
storage
cratic Central Committee.
mocratic County Convention. He have been satisfactory ta you set at the well and" a
of the
care
to
take
erected
Floersheim,
will
tank
I
J.
promises if nominated and elec the nast vear and a half.
Chairman-Attestdrilled
well,
second
The
water.'
support
tne
your
tor
appreciate
ted, that he1 will give the people
'
'
in the south part of town, did
,
Adv. nomination.
the1 best thattis in him.
not show sufficient water to put
W.R. Copien,
Respectfully,
Secretary.
m a pump, so this well is to be,
Spivey.
B.
George
ANNOUNCEMENT
(Adv.)6
abandoned at a depth of 250 feet
Sept
T hereby announce myself for
It is probable that the city will
ANNOUNCEMENT
office of County Treasurer
The County Democratic Con- the
have a well drilled on the west
subject to the action of the
vention will be held in Roy next
of the track soon to care for
T have
decid to become a side
Convention.
If nomi
needs,
Friday' and Saturday Sept. 22nd
of that part of town.
the
and elected, I promise to candidate for the nomination of
and 23rd. A large crowd is ex- nated personal'
Hardcharge of the- of- Treasurer and Collector of
pected in Rov these dates as the- take
NOTICE TO PARENTS
om duty at my post ing County, subject to the action
and
be
fice
convention' is composed of 92 dév
day. Any assistance given of the Republican Convention.
each
légalas.
The New Mexico State Law
ne will be greatly appreciated. I want the office and any suppo.
children; between the
appreciated
be
will
given
"equiresiall
me
EE
rt
Birockman
John
CALL FOR A DEMOCRATIC
.
.
Frank L. Schultz
iges. e six and! sixteen to attend
CONVENTION OF HARDschool every day the school is in
ANNOUNCEMENT
ING COUNTY ,
session, providing the chid resi
ANNOUNCEMENT
Havinc been urced1 bv mv frie
des within three miles of the
County
be
to
my
ambition
is
It
A Countv Democratic Conven nds to make the" race for sheriff
th- Treasurer and Collector of Hard-i- n school house or of a school route.
I
myself
hereby
announce
for
tion is hereby called for Harding
CTountv. and in view of this There is a heavy fine for the vio
to the
O
County, N.M. in the town ,of is important office subject
,
fact
I announce myself as a can ration of this, law and the Board
DemoCTawCcinveB-tionRoy on the 22nd and 23rd of Se etion of the
didate for the office subject to of Education: of Eoy intend ta;
election
subsequent
and
the
ptember, 1922 at 10:30 A.M. ior
n November. If elected 1 promise the action of the Democratic Co- enforce this law regarding
the purpose of placing in
attendance. In case of
give my entire time to the nvention. Any support given me
to
candidates for the follow- )if ice
extreme poverty, permission may
will be. greatly appreciated.
nothinsr
else
to
is
as
there
ing offices:
be granted1 by the surpennten-den- t.
J. 1C. McKee
occupy my attention. Yours for a
Three County Commissioners,
MV
of school' for the pupiT to
N.
Abbott,.
greater
and
bettér Harding Com
(One for each Com. district.)
'
out
to wore a wniie provi
droo
ty .
One County Clerk,
,
jmpil
ding
is fourteen or mo
the
NOTICE
Jesse D Wade
One Sheriff,
ot age. inis permission
years
re
Voters
women
and
men
To
the
One Treasurer and Collector,
be given Sn writing and can
ANNOUNCEMENT
f Harding County, New Mexico: must
One Assessor,
granted until añer a most
not
be
I
wish to. state that am a
One Superintendent of Schools,
thorougk
inyeitigation is made
Coun
of
office
hereby
myself
I
a
announce
the
candidate
for
One Probate Judge,
rgaramg
tne nnanciai conaiuon
candidate for County Clerk of ty Assessor subject to the action
One Surveyor,
parents
.
of
the
County
Harding County, subject to the of the DemocraticOne Representative.
There are a number- ef chrldr
iction
Conven,
of
Democratic
the
The chairman of each precinct
Tf nominated and" elected", I ren in the district not yet enroll
in this county is hereby authori-7.fi- d tion.
will assume persona! charge of led in school and the board ex-and reauested to promptly
the office and wflT see that 'all! pects the parents; to see that
call a precinct convention for the j
taxpayers are treated alilce. My they are placed in school at once.
ANNOUNCEMENT
purpose of selecting delegates to
By order of the Board of Edu- Special favors to nonei
motto,
the said County Convention in To the voters of
. '
cation
'
Respectfully Submitted,
Harding Coun
which the representation of the
Roy Municipal District No. 3,
L. W. Wilson
y. I hereby announce myself as
several precincts will be as
Harding County.
a candidate for the nomination
C.L. Justice.
Town , Delegates of County Collector and Treasu TO THE VOTERS OF
Precinct
President.
COUNTY
HARDING
rer of Harding County, subject
8
Mosauero
No, 1Attest:
a
myself
to
announce
Thereby
action
the
ReDublican
the
of
8
Solano
;'
W.G. Johnson,
Convention t
candidate for the nomination of
24
Roy
...... Qerij,
Supernv
School
County
Very
respectfully,
Harding
8
Mills
(Adv.).
J! C. (Jack) Kirby tendent, subject to the action of Sept.
4
Kephart
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Fall Arrivals
n

f

MISSES, LADIES AND CHILDREN UNDERWEAR
'
MISSES, LADIES AND CHILDREN HOSE
LADIES AND CHILDREN DRESSES
BOYS PANTS AND CAPS

-

1

.

of ginghams, suitable for.
School Dresses
PERCALES, ALL PATTERNS FOR BOYS SHIRTS
Calicos, Wool and Cotton Blankets, Outing Flannels,
Baby Blankets and Silks.

assortment

A beautiful

gh

-

,

A complete line 6f high grade

NOTIONS

.

Don't forget to get our prices on

Children's school shoes

!

.

out-severa-

l

WE ARE STILL FEATURING OUR HIGH GRADE
OVERALLS AND BIG YANK SHIRTS FOR MEN

I

.

1

.

LUJANS & BRANCH

:

0-1-

tis

y

All kinds of auto repairing

Expert workmanship

f

Battery work a specialty
We are equipped to wash your car

com-Dulso-

nomi-natio-

Service Garage
RAYMOND PENDETON. MGR.

7

rv

n

.

WTT

J

I

-

Cbn-yentio-

n.

"

Homer-Holmes-

;
,

shipped by exAll orders carefully filled and promptly
Florists Tele- -.
m
the
membership
press or Parcel Post. Our
Flowers
craDh Delivery Association enables us to deliver
hours
few
a
on
for you anywhere in the United States

notice.

"

,

,

.

Raton Greenhouses
"THE NAYLORS"
'
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Raton, N. M.
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of the wheat we grow is the result
of the researches of the Government After
years of untiring experiment and investigation,

the Government, through the Department of Agriculture, was enabled to introduce into this country the
remarkable 'Durum wheat through which our producper cent.
tion has been increased fully twenty-fiv- e
This has been only ono of many surprising but
accomplishments of the Government, which
are covered in the interesting series of stories for
which we have the exclusive right of distribution in
this community.
Well send this literature to you each month without
bligatk on your part if you will ask for it.

Strength.
O

-

Reputation

.

Bryantine

)

;

2
2

.'2?

3

JUST RECEIVED

t
4

Logan
Rosebud
Cone

3
4

Abbott

4

Bueyeros
Sabino

3

A fresh shipment of VELVETINE Face Cream and

toilet specialties.

v.:

See our show window this week for the VELVETINE

display.

'

have a full line of other
leading brands of Face Creams, Freckle Creams, Manage
And don't forget

Creams, Liqued Creams

that
;

we

yes, and Ice Cream too.

'

Cpm-mitte- e,

wn

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
$60,000-0-

1

David
Old Rosebud
Lower Mosquero
Gallegos

County Convention.
The Credentials of all
to said County Conyentioñ
and any notice of contest should
be in the hands of the Secretary
of the Democratic Central
W.R. Copien of Mosquero, N.M. on or before the 20th
day of September, 1922.
Proxies of delegates to said
county convention will not be
recognized except when held by
delegates from the precinct from
which the delegates elect were'.
chosen.
By order of the Harding' County Democratic .Central Com-

th

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

4

Albert

cratic Party regardless of past
party affiliations to take part in
said precinct caucuses : women
delegates may be elected to the

IN THE WORLD

little-kno-

4.

Dehaven
Bradley

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

92
Total Delegates
Precinct Chairmen- are reque
sted to invite all persons ef legal
voting age who may wish to support the principals of the Demo-

THE GREATEST FARMER

I

'

r

li'u

One-four-

?

.

mittee.

.

.

.

FÁIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

.

M.'D. GIBBS, Prop.

J. Floersheim,
Chairman. '

0

Service

1

Attest:
W.R. Copien,
.

Sept.

9-- 16

Secretary.'
(Adv.)

T.

THE

New Mexico
Reports reaching Carrlzlzo state that
Miguel Montoya, a storekeeper at Rabenton, .was shot and killed on the
streets of the town.
Figures recently compiled by the
city treasurer shows that Albuquerque
has spent over half a million on its
paving since the year 1919. ,
Due to the shortage' of coal, at the
big furnaces at Pueblo, Colo., mangan
ese operations at the Boston Hill mines
near Silver City have been stopped.
The recovery of $140,000 worth of
notes and bonds, issued by the defunct
Bank of Phoenix to creditor banks in
Los Angeles, by the payment of $21,000
In cash, has been announced by An
drew Baumert, Jr., receiver.
F. J. Kasper of Swlnk, Colo., chief
agriculturist for the Holly Sugar Cor
poration, recommended at a meeting of
business men at Las Cruces that sugar
beet demonstration planting be con
tinued in the-- Mesilla Valley next sea

COLGATE'S
Cashmere Bouquet Soap
The favorite perfumed
soap of three generations.

r

r'n
9

7

sen.

.

',

'

,

Plans are being made for the exca
vation of the Aztec ruins south of
Farmlngton, part of the work to be
Peculiar "Freak" of Nature.
By a curious "freak" of nature, in done by the University of Denver. An
eects which are most beautiful when auto road will be made to the ruins
fully developed, are often the most and sixteen men and two teams will be
repulsive in the grub stage.
used in the work.
F. C. Sganzinl, Jr., who was given a
hearing in the court of Judge Schauer
at Gallup, N. M., was assessed a fine
of $100 and costs and sentenced to
serve ninety days in the county Jail
but the Jail sentence was suspended
The charge of carrying a deadly wea
pon was filed, by the district attorney,
SUSPENDERS
Police on both sides of the InternaA full year's wear or more guaranteed (75c and 60e),
Men's Garten (60c) and Hose Supporter! (all sixes,
tional line at Nogales are searching
26e), No rubber to rot from heat or sweat. Phosphor Bronze Rustless Springs give ths stretch.
for Juan N. Beltram, city treasurer of
ASK YOUR DIALER. If hecan'tsuppljroo, send
Nogales, Sonora, who is reported to
direct, giving dealer's name. Accept no substitute.
Get the genuine
Look for guarantee
have disappeared following the recent
and name on huckla. Write for story oí
Spring Stretch:
discovery of an alleged shortage of
8TRCCH SUSPENDER COMPANY
in his accounts. It was reportManvjaetMrTM of An- - Way mnd Emilt
hmt
Dept. C
ed in the Sonora town that the short
Adrian, Mich.
age was believed to be as high as $20,- '

y.

y

Marriage

000.

in Haste.

."What do you think is the cause of
so many unhappy marriages?"
"Too many people are married be
fore they get sense enough to ' stay
eingle.'V-MiaHerald. ,
.

ml

Sure Relief

FOR INDIGESTION
FOR

J M DIGESTION
,Ar.rnrs A

"
6
LAYW$-tti

i

TT

Bell-an- s

water

Hot

U

x

V

I

IWIIVI

25 and 75$ Packages, Everywhere

fConstipation

Relieved Without the Use
of Laxatives
Nujol is a lubricant not a
medicine or laxative
bo
cannot gripe.
When you are constipated,
not enough of Nature's
lubricating liquid is produced in the bowel to keep
the food waste soft and
Doctors prescribe
moving.

i

Because

INiuoi

it acts like
natural
this
lubricant and
thus replaces
it. Try it to

da.

IP""

-

jr

When the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful it
is usually an indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by taking

GOLD MEDAL
!

Ths world's standard remedy for Iddney,

liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Famous since 1696. Take regularly and
keep in good health. In three sizes, all
druggists. Guaranteed as represented.
htsk fa the nam Gold Medal on ovary bos
and accept bo imitation

Ladies Let Cuticura

Keep Your Skin
Fresh and Young
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talcum

Gray lair

25c

Uoatof fMhion;
fa unnecessary
for you can hv

abundant hair

tka Aatl Iría
Hair Colov Restorer.-Ba- fe
75 wat,
(rood
druggists,,
At
It.
all
try
a watr
ChiaiiU. Umghm. Taa
r direct from KCSSJC-OU- i,
abade by using

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

37-19- 22.

'

Benefited by

Small Town Evidently No Place for
Individual Accustomed to the
City's Bright Lights.

Tanlac

GREEK ARMY SHOUTS

INSULTS AT, CONSTANTINE
ON RETURN.

TURKS
CIVIL

TAKE

SMYRNA

ADMINISTRATION

SET

UP

IN ASIA MINOR BY
;

TURKS.

,

Recently two newspaper correspondents were sent to the coal fields in
Clay county, where martial law ,1ms
been declared, and In the evening they
wandered to a small village near the
fields In an effort to find some entertainment.
,
After, walking up and down Main
street several-timesthe correspondents' sighted a. public drinking fountain. It was then nine o'cloeH On examination they found that the drinking fountains had been locked by the
town official for the night.
Then
they headed for a drug store and
found the proprietor locking up for
the night. On Inquiry they were told
that ("it is past nine o'clock."
One correspondent said to the other:
"Well, Mack, do: you suppose the hotel
lSxdosed for the night?"
'I don't know," the other replied,
"but I think we had better get to bed
before they move the curbstones in."
'
Indianapolis News.

Thousands of frail, nervous people
nd convalescents everywhere have
testified to the remnrkable power of
Tanlac in bringing back their health,
strength and working efficiency. It
seems to quickly invigorate the constitution, and Is a powerful foe of weakness. Mrs. George G. Owen, of Salem,
Oregon, says:
"My nerves were upset and the little
ate wasn't enough to keep up my
strength, so I lost weight and became
so weak it seemed I had no energy at
all. Tanlac restored my health completely, and I gained twelve pounds In
weight".-

--

'

-

,

'

,

There is not a single portion of the
Constantinople.
One hundred thous body that is not benefited by the helpand Greek troops have evacuated ful action of Tanlac. It enables the
Smyrna and a Turkish civil adminis stomach to turn food into healthy
blood, bone and muscle, purifies the
tration has been established there.
system and helps yon back to normal
' The Greeks have
lost the' battle
weight Get a bottle today at any
around Smyrna, and the Greek admingood
druggist Advertisement
íona.
istration has ceased in
All the
members of the high commission head
Fortune in 8crap Iron.
Cutting Down Time of Apprenticeship.
ed by M. Stergiadls are on board the
Charles Perrott has just appeared
The Industrial association of San
British battleship Iron Duke. The
before a Paris court charged with con- Francisco, Cal., has
Greek army has been hopelessly
started a school of
cealing $180,000 war profits to escape apprentices with some novel
features.
beaten.
taxation,
When war broke out he The boys have been divided Into three
Mustapha Kemal Pasha, the Turkish kept a small cafe at Saint Denis, his
Nationalist leader, has established wife attending to that while he ped- classes and one class moves along behind the other. The first two weeks
headquarters In Kassaba.
aled with a handcart He bought scrap will be spent In school after which
Nazilli, Alden and other towns were Iron, and made so much money that they
will be put to work as assistant
burned. The greatest confusion reigns he paid $5.400.000 for the war stock
helpers for four weeks after which
In Smyrna. A wireless dispatch broad
t the American camp at Romorantllle. they win return to school and so on
cast by the Angora government an
during the term of their apprenticenounces to all the complete annihilaThe Cuticura Toilet Trio.
ship. In this manner of alternating
tion of the Greek army. Greek head Having cleared your skin keep It clear the school. and shop experience
it Is
quarters has been transferred to Ches by making Cuticura your every-da- y
anticipated that from 12 to 18 months
me, opposite the Island of Mvtlene, toilet preparations. The Soap to cleanse
will be saved and the boys vill be
The Greek troops are being rapidly and purify, the Ointment to soothe and
plumbers In two and a half
heal, the Talcnni to powder and per- or three years Instead of
evacuated by vessels.
four. The
The allies have published a procla fume. No- toilet table Is complete
apprentices will be paid for the time
mation in Smyrna, urging the popula without them. Advertisement
they are at work, but not for the time
tion to maintain order. It promises
at schooL ... .....
In
Triumph
Right
Beginnings.
that the allies will secure guarantees
In contemplation if a man begin
for the protection of the minorities,
Going Down.
The allied 'assurances, however, have with certainties, he shall . end In
Blackstone "Is .vour wife still re
not had any effect on the terrorized doubts, but if he will be content to
you mean my
population.
The Greek patriarch tele- begin with doubts, he shall end In ducing?' Webster "If
,
income yes."
graphed the archbishop of Canterbury' certainties. Bacon.
in London and Premier David Lloyd
Being pleased with yourself Is a
Reading maketh a full man, conferGeorge to use their good offices in
condition of mind not intended for ence a ready man and writing an
favor of the Christians Jú Anatolia.
exact man. Francis Bacon.
The Greek losses, as far as it has flress parade.
been possible to ascertain tliem up to
the present time, are total except for
the Third Army Corps,, which-Ibe
lieved to be withdrawing from Brusa
to Pandemia, with a41 its material,
, J.
Net Contentil5luidirarM
A wireless dispatch from one of the
allied warships at Mudanla says the
Turks have taken Ghemlek and Brusa,
Ten thousand refugees are massed in
'

,

The' tax commission will follow District Judge Harry P. Owen's 'decision
In regard to teachers' pay,. J. B. Saint,
tax commission chairman, stated when
the commission took up the Torrance
county school budget. Under the decision the highest pay that can be given a teacher in one, two or three-roorural school is $110 a. month for nine
'

months.
The gold strike reported from the
United Verde Extension mine, near
Jerome, Ariz., recently, continues to be
a topic of interest in the Verde district,
While no statement of the extent of
the find has been given out as yet, it
is practically certain, it is said, that
the deposit will prove of great value,
with the ore growing richer ' as the
drift is advanced.
girl chums
How two
tired of convent life and left the Insti
tution through the window at night,
Joined a. circus showing In El Paso,
and- were rescued in Juarez, was told
at a preliminary hearing given Secun- dlno Esquida, part owner of the cir
cus, at Las Cruces. The circus man
was held on a $5,000 bond on a charge
of kidnaping, pending the outcome of
the hearing, which Is to be resumed
shortly.
The strike of the United Mine Work
ers of America which has been In ef
fect at Gallup, N. M., since April 1,
has been called off by the officials of
the district headquarters at Pueblo,
Colo. The men were Instructed to "return to work wherever they can obtain 'It." Many of- the miners, it Is
said, have made arrangements to go
to some of the eastern states where
the operators have signed contracts
with the union.
.

Protection of the town of Holbrook,
Ariz., from flood waters of the Little
Colorado river has made necessary an
appropriation which will Increase tax
es more than 10 per-- cent. In accordance with the state law, in such cases,
the town authorities have asked the
State Tax Commission for iin emergen
cy appropriation of $20,000.
According to a report given out" by
the postoffice officials some thirty

of-

fices In New Mexico will soon be discontinued. The list follows: Platero
In Bernalillo county; Trachedo In Catron county ; Felix In Chaves county ;
Center Valley and West El Paso In
Dona Ana county ; Rula and Swartz In
Grant county ;. Halle lh Guadalupe
county ; King and Beauty In Lea county; Deseo 1ft Lincoln county; Rincon
ada In Rio Arriba county; Benson,
Garrison, Kermlt and Valley View In
Roosevelt county; Casa Salazar in
Sandoval county; Cherry Vale, Park
Springs, Tecolete, TruJIllo In San Mi
guel county; .Pojuaque In Socorro
county; East View, Quari, Manzano,
Plnoswells and Varney In Torrance
county; Patterson In Union county,
Ballejos
and Seania In Valencia
county.
Dr. W. G. Randall, 40, was shot and
killed at Florence, Ariz., by Miss Kath-erin- e
Encinas, 26, a nurse at the Florence hospital. Miss Encinas, after the
shooting, walked across the street to
the court house and surrendered herself to the sheriff. She is being held
In Jail pending a hearing.
Jack Fenwlck, a mechanic employed
in the Oliver garage In Lpvlngton, N.
M., was shot and seriously wounded
In front of the home of T. R. Rogers,
who It Is alleged did the shooting.
Two of the five bullets fired from n
plistol entered the body of the vonth.

6RAUPS, PAINS
AND BACKACHE

St Louis Woman Relieved

2'

s

by

Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg-

etable Compound

"I

was bothered1
St Louíb, Mo.
With cramps and pains every month and
had backache and ,
had to go to bed as I
iiiin1
could not work. My
and my
mother
1
whole familyalways
1
I
ví
took Lydia E. Pink- M.

7'in

ham's

Vegetable

(Jompound for such
troubles and they
induced me to try it
and it has helped me
very much.
don't
have cramps any
I
Imore. and 1 can do
my housework all through the month.
I recommend your Vegetable Compound

I

to my,friends for female troubles."
Mrs. DteLLA Scholz, 1412 Salisbury
Street,
Louis, Mo.
Just think for a moment Lydia E.'
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
been in use for nearly fifty years. It is
prepared from medicinal plants, by ths
utmost pharmaceutical skill, and superior methods. The ingredients thus
combined in the Compound correct the
conditions which cause such annoying
symptoms as bad been troubling Mrs.

t

Scholz. The Vegetable Compound exercises a restorative influence of the most
desirable character, correcting the trouble in a gentle but efficient manner.
This is Doted, by the disappearance, one

.

''

after another, of the disagreeable

symptoms.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

RamoTrBDanoinff-stopsHalrPaillii-

máx

Kcatora Color and
Bwurty to Gray and Faded Haiti

Sfylmmox

d

,

-

SQUEEZED
TO DEATH

-- US.

DEFEATED

and Arizona

Large size, ajc MeJiumsije, ioc
T
nnirlnna T ailna

I

BELIEVED IN "EARLY TO BED"

or

'

.

whole System Is

KING DISCUSSED

From All Over

rirls todav '
as in Grandmother's time
know a valuable recipe:
"Care for your complexion with rain water and
a pure soap.'.' ,
.
Out-of-do-

ABDICATION OF

Southwest News

Your Skin is so
Fragrant and. Smooth

SPANISH-AMERICA-

fflcm. B k8. Patchoeur.rT.T,

HINDERCORMS
lonsra, ta., stop
psün.

rotures comfort to th9
all
feet, makes waUttntr em v. lfiu. by mll or t Drtur
CflemiCBvi
Work, PatcUogT, IS. T

Ciit. Hlcox

IF YOUR

Uses "Cutter's"
is

Serums end Vaccines he
doing his best to conserve your
interests. Z3years
concentration on
one line count for
something.

VETERINARIAN

The Cutter Laboratory

"Tht ithtraury thst Kntui Hno"
(U.S. License)
Berkeley
California
HAXDY JACK One man changes heaviest
rack, boxes, etc., from ground onto wagon
P. LOVERINQ, Fremont, Ncbr.
and oft.

Children Gry Fop

Mudania.

.History is said never to have re
corded so complete a disaster as the
Greeks have 'met.' It is asserted that

1

Austria's defeat at Caporetto during
the World War Is as nothing com
pared with the debacle of the Greeks,

'

SillllVXyNXVWWXXXVXXVVVVVXVVX

percent:

lcohol-- 0
'. AVcetaWclTeparatonf)rAs

"Athens. The first troops reached
Piraeus from the former Greek front
in Asia Minor in mutinous mood. They
paraded the streets in the city In small
and large groups in a demonstration
against King Constantine, many of
them shouting insults.
of Constantine Is
The abdication
being discussed openly and the newspapers are demanding the return of
Venizelos. The royalists, however, are
reacting vigorously and insisting on
the choice Of General Metaxas as pre
mier, to which the king may have to
agree, unless Trinntafillakos succeeds

-

mMnlinótheroodbvRcétia-

tmgthcStoraasndBrelsrf

Special Care of Baby.
That Baby should have a bed of it own all are agreed, Yet it
is more reasonable for an infant to sleep with grown-up- s
than to use
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned. Neither would-btolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
Your, Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. No Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily

Ghccrrulncss ana kcslwbiuu

neither Oplam,Morpblnenor:
Mineral. Not ItrVHcoiw
JPvnplmS

JbeMkidtt

In forming a cabinet.
k f,o1nfiil Remedy for
pConstJpalionandDiarrhoc

Miners Ratify Peace Agreement.
Wilkesbarre, Pa. The anthracite
wage agreement, sending miners back
to work at once after more than five
months of Idleness has been ratified
cvnventlon of the
by the
hard coal diggers. Under the agreement 155,000 mine workers return to
work at the wages they received when
they suspended mining on March 31

ana reven&u"

IossofSleep

prepared for

rcsiíÜinílhfromÍ!?

'grown-up-

MOTHERS SHOULD

IacimüeSijnatareof

READ

GENUINE
jBlOSOTWBGoWffla

-
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THE

e

BOOKLET

THAT IS AROUND

EVERY

BOTTLE OF FLETCHER'S CAST0RIA

CASTOR I A

ALWAYS

Bears' the Signature of

1

Labor Council Attacks Injunction.
Atlantic City, N. J. The executive
council of the American Federation of
Labor, opening its annual conference
here, trained its guns on the Daugher- Exact Copy of Wrapper.
THE CKNTAUR COMPANY, N(W YORK CITY.
ty injunction against the striking rail
shopcrafts. "Not only in the name of
labor, but in the name of all liberty- Old
loving people of our republic, we protest against the gross misuse of governmental powers by governmental
PUTNAM FADELESS DYES dyes or
you wish
agencies,"
said a statement dictated
by Samuel Gompers, president of the MARSHAL FOCH'S FIRST PIPE
Didn't Want to. Talk.
Balloon Steering.
d
American Federation of Labor, at a
In the smoking room of an
Drifting for miles In u free balloon
closed session of the council.
car the Other- evening 'there might seem to offer little prospect for
French General Discarded Cigarettes
were two men one of them grouchy, a landing again on your own doorstep.
When Great Offensive Against
Short Measure Gas Is Costly.
the other receptive.
After smoking But an accommodating air current and
German Enemy Began.
two Indifferent cigars the latter said a little head work turned this trick for "
Washington.
"Short measure sell
ing" of gasoline has been estimated by
Junius P. Smith, of the army air servThe truth about Foch's famous pipe to the former :
"How far are you going?"
the National Motorists' Association to came out also on the Metz trip. It was
ice, at Langley field, Virginia. His
be costing purchasers $00,000,000
"Buffalo," acknowledged the other, experience Is unique in lighter-than-aa on the way home, and the marshal was
year. This figure was based on an es- dining i M. Puinenre's private car. taken off his guard.
work. Carried off in one direction by
timate that each of the 10,000,000 mo- After dinner the prime minister said:
"Is that so? WelLBuffal Is a great the wind, the aeronaut ascended until
torists of the United States buys two
Pray smoke your pipe If you like, mar town. I have a cousin ft ing there he struck a calm. Figuring that the
gallons of gasoline daily, and that the shal." The soldier pulled a beautiful and I've been there my
several calm was caused by two strong aii
average "filching" from "short meas case, containhiK two handsome pipes, times. Er what are you 1 1 ng to do currents 'moving in opposite direcure artists" amounts to two pints in from his pocket. As the chief of state In Buffalo? '
tions, he threw out ballast, rose above
each five gallons, resulting In a total commented on their beauty, he said
"Change
cars." Chi
Herald the calm, caught the current moving
dally loss to purchasers of 1,000,000 they were given to him by a group of and Examiner.
swiftly in the direction opposite and
gallons, valued at approximately $250,- returned to his starting pont.
American artists.
000.
Well Supplied.
"Have you been smoking a pipe for
Call not that man wretched who,
Dr. Samuel McGaughey sends this
,
long?" asked Point-are- .
Denver Leads in Prosperity. "
'
whnte'er he suffers, has a child to
"My first pipe was on July IS, one:
'
Washington.
Denver is once' mora 1918."
"We are Hying 'hard by Acton, love.
In the lead among the thirty-nincitMary
which
has
churches.
you
several
began the offen
The very day
ies of the country which showed inThe teeth of the harlequin snake
daughter, has
exclaimed Jane, our
creases In 'employment for the month sive that led to victory?"
been In several kid entertainments In are arranged like those of a cat.
Polncare.
of August, according to reports re
"Yes. The cigarettes were fearful the various churches. The ether day
ceived by the Department of Labor
the time, so I took to the pipe, like one of our friends asked .her to which
at
Klornlnit- and made public here. In' spite ..of verybody
church she belonged,, Her answer
else."
Hav Strana.
the reactions due to the rail strike
And that Is the true story of the fa was, 'I am half Presbyterian, lialf
Jy.U they Tire, Itch
and the coal shortage, Denver leads mous "peace
pipe" of Marshal Foeh, If Bnprtst and half Catholic.'" Indianfor Óv; iW aman or cum, it Sow
the thirty-nin- e
cities in percentage of we can trust Le Sifflet.
'
Irri
A . . Jr-.f-r C tated. Inflamed apolis News.
gain In employment, and hence in
Granulated, use Murir
lUUK LT
prosperity. New Orleans takes sec
often. Soothas, pfreaba. Safe i
messages
Spirit
at,
to
Early
a.nd early to rise, gives
bed
a
seance
are
Infant
or Adult At all Druggists. Write f
ond place to Denver In improved emlistened to with rapped attention.
you a grip that you can't analyze.
Free Eye Book. Hsrlm En Kuwiy Co., Chic,
ployment conditions.
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Gives Cheerful flew Color Tone to
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Saturday September 16th, 1922.

ABBOTT NEWS

Mr. Joe Heisler, and family of
Paso, Texas, left' for their
f borne today, after a weeks visit
. with P. J. Heisler.
Mr; and Mrs . McColpin of Log

FOR SAL

:.E1

rn,

THE

TO

VOTERS

HARDING XOUHTY

OF

parents of Clyde McColpin,

2,000 BUSHELS

li

Are here for an extended fisit.
C. E. Robertson, who is to be
"the new foreman of Mills, is mov- '
ing his household goods to that
' place.
Mr. and Mrs. McKee have re--i
turned from a trip to Roswell,
where they enjoyed lots of good
.

As the candidate of the Republican part?

for United States Senator, . I earnestly' solicit
'
your support.

,

fruit and
valley."

J.

A. Irvine is one of the
enjoyed the big
meeting at the Aztec gold mines
last week.
'JE. Vay Johnson, principal of
the French schools, came down
' Saturday to spend .Sunday with

"

-

will be impossible

.
home folks.
Mrs. Cunningham df Mills, is
spending the week with her dau- ghter,' Mrs. John Hepburn.
Mrs. H. Hanna and children,
passed thru Aftbott, Thursday
enroue to Tucumcari where the
children will enter school.'
Clay Fausnacht and family left
Friday for their home in Tucumcari, after spending the past ten

.

MIAMI ORCHARDS
10 MILES WEST ÓF
'

to meet all the people and

For particuars address

;

.

MIAMI, NEW MEXICO

,

eift

questions now before our country and upon
which it is likely that your representative in

ii

:

i

Senate' will be called upon' to vote.

STEPHEN É. DAVIS, JR-- i
Republican candidate for United States Senator

Charley and "Woodrow Burns
aie spending this week in Raton
with their father; and enjoying
a
'."
the Raton fair. .'
T. Hutchinson, superintendent
tJf the Newton high school, was
J; S. Horton of Solano, was
shopping in town jates Monday. transacting business in Roy last
Mr. and Mrs. Vern Knedler ' Saturday,
made a trip to the Chase orchard
:
where they secured some choice Democratic County, Conven
apples and plums.
t;m w;i k held in Royi Septem
Mrs; Elva if redenckson wgs ber.22nd and 23rd.
In from her ranch home Tuesday
farmShe expects to leave soon for
t
S: R.
Hurley, to" join her husband. V er of the Mills community, was
Mrs. M. Speaks of Mills', spent transacting business in our little
""
Sunday afternoon with Mrs. Ve- city, Tuesday. ,
...(.wr!.' '
rn Knedler. ,
lAn interesting game of ball wái ' Mrs Robert 'Messrier" and dau
played oh the Abbott diamond, gfttetf are vislting" Relatives' in
Sunday, between Abbott and Roy1 this week . Mrs Messnerwas
"
Myrtle' Kern of this
Milis
'YV"expectAi formerly
"'
place but now. lives' at'Ratonl'
Miss Maude Joh nsori is
d home real soon from Los Angeles,- where thé 'and her " sister ' Hon E. F; Gallegos our efficispent the summer forthe latters ent County commissioner and:afc

'
,

tumi maammSBmsmúí awwi

u

I ask you to read these statements With

'

that.tf

I may expect

yourupport and your vote,

-

MIOS
,

No other

S3;

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

high-grad-

e

baking
powder is sold
at such a
moderate price

Powder

:

MRS. CHAS. CASON FÜR
COUNT if SUPERINTENDENT

Department or the interior

In this Weeks issue of the S.A.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.
be found the announcement
will
:
.
M. August 21, 1922,1

I

!

of Mrs. Chas. Cason of near Galle
NOTICE is hereby given that gos lor County Superintendent
Zacarías Ebell, of Roy, Harding of Schools, subject however to
County, New Mexico, who on the action of the .Democratic
September, 11th, 1919, made Primary which will .be held in
Roy m the 22nd and 23rd of
o. .025572,
Homestead entry,
September . Mrs - Cason is well
.WVSE&, Sec. 4. N qualified for the position which
section she is seeking and will no; doubt
9, Township 18Ny Range 25E, N.f receive the nomination for,. she
M. P;Méridian, has filed notice will add weight to;the,Dempcra7r
6f intention to raáke Final Three tic ticket and. will elp to. jftsure
&
r.;rVii
Year Proof ta AestabliSh ' claim its election
tOi thfe land 'above 'deacrlbéd, befShe;reomes 'from- one of. the
fore; F.Hj' Foster, Ul- - S. Cotftmis-?ion'er- ,, best families iff the southeastern
at his; office at Rfey,' New part of. the county, has an
Mexico, 'on the sth daj'of Octo- and., know. the
health
needsTfof
of üarqing
schools
the
Creighton Carter
left : recently ticket Tor Lieutenant Govérnóí'.v ciaimantnamés; as witnesses County She is a conseryatiye
'
'for Denveí, wheré he will attend- was iñ Roy Tüefeday trading with Julian Sandoval, Leandro Archu lady and will no( doubt have, the
jour merchants.
high school.
leta,-- jIanuei Archuleta and .Jes,
interest of the taxpayers at hea"
Me'x. rt at ' all times,' yet she is
d
us Mádina all of Roy, New
Mr. and Mrs. Kuykendahl and
-enough to ,see that, the
II. HErrett, .- ,son were shopping and visiting ' Ran Wobd of the David neigh- - ''
schools are kept up to their prein town Monday. Mrs. D. Griff- - borhood, hauled a load of hogs
GeóV
H.
Saturday.
Roy
last
to'
high state of efficiency.- sent
daughter,
;in, their
has left for
Oklahoma, where she expects to Kay was the purcnaser ana tne
Mrs Cason promises to make
shipper of a carload of the pork
spend the winter.'
DANIEL K. SADLER an active campaign if nominated
ers to Kansas City' markets.
and will tell the taxpayers and
" Attorney-at-LaLOST OR STOLEN One Ma-voters her ideas of the betterMrs. E.D. Bartmses who is
25 M.M. 10 sTiof. Pistol in
ment of the schools of the counInternational Bank
it
Walnut Wood Case. S10.00 re.' on the sick list at the Flumlee
ty.
A vote for Mrs. Cason means
RATON,
N. M.
(Hospital is reported improving
.ward for return of same.' ;
a vote for better and greater
nicely.
Frank A. Roy
schools in Harding County. Adv.

JVice'i Phosphate Baking Powder not
only produce food of (he best quality, it
safeguards health as well because it contains '
none but wholesome Ingredients.
Try it to improve your baking at reduced cost.

Crouse,-promi:jn-

i'.'

Dr. Price's is the
last word in baking economy

you agree with my views

care, feeling

STEPHEN B. DAVIS, Jr.

to spend the winter.

for-SW-

Contains No Alum Leaves No Bitter Taste.
Your grocer may have some of Dr. Price'

,;

.

,

1

-

SPRINGÉR

McENDARFER
H.S.
BOX 1,

upon public
present in person my ' position
questions. So that you may have this knowl- edge I will publish ''a series of bi'ief statements

f$he

for Trinidad, where she expects '

;

'

at

;4:--

in which I will give my position upon some of

days here.
A. Earley came down from
Dawson to make preparations to
move his family to 'that place.
Mrs. Ed Black, left Sundav

.

i3

campaign but in the limited time available it

i

!

-

;".

your right to know the policies, for
which I stand and upon which Í seek; election.
l will endeavor to visit every county during the

It

from that

water-melo- ns

Best winter varieties- -

--

A

:

r--

ir

J

'

-

large cans (or 30c Ask him.
f6? tíieN
Dr:
o Bók
It'a Free, Price Baking Powder Factory,
100Í Indepehderice Boulevard! Chiiagol

Sip

vLárfr eánpl2 tiútlcSi, tonlyVSe-
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broad-minde-
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Changing Location
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The Dcifds Mctor'S Electrical Compny

BJ.

SP

BATTERY CIIARGIHG

.
-

DONE AT MODERATE RATES

those in

Gerald I. Djdds, Manager.

the county.

FOR, RENT

t;iile they last
tiae

'i

:

OS

".
.

total of sixty people attend
Tliree room house, outbuilded the six demonstrations, and it ings. Vith good water and
is honed that all of those who
Close in. Inquire o- fwere in attendance will cull their
'
Mrs. E. P. Brown.
own flocks in the near future.
Two very good flocks were cull
We undestand that Rev. W.
ed. The first being that of Mrs.
Massagee has resignéd the
L.
0. A. Murphy of Mosquero, who Pastorate of the Baptist Church
has an exceptionally fine flock of at this place and will move with
white leghorns, and also that of his family, to Texas 'where he
Mrs. Chas. F. Leonard of Mills, has been called as Pastor for a
who prides herself on the produc large church in that state.
tion of her flock of Rhode Island
Reds. Both of these ladies ex
W. H. McCarger, who has been
pect to choose a breeding pen and in Kansas the past two months,
by. using, a cock of known ances returned to Roy Monday and
try, they expect to sell hatching gxpects to remain here for
awhil3
eggs of the very best quality.
idle reports that crop conditions
Those who failed to attend in Kansas were only fair, and
the demonstrations at Roy last nothing to brag about,, and, in a
week will have the opportunity number of instances the wheat
to attend one at the home of raiser in the
state,
V?.' H. Guthmann, south of Roy, was not able to realize enough
on next Monday, September 18th from his crop to pay expenses;
This demonstration will be held He also plaims that New Mexico
at nine o'clock in the morning. looks as good as most of the
A

per 100 lbs.

..

Dodds Motor S Electrical Co.

ll

POTATOES

.N

of bat ery work.

Last week six poultry culling
demonstrations, were given by
County Agent R. L.' Strong, assisted by E. C, Hollinger. In the
demonstrations,: a total of three
hundred and sixty hens were
culled from a total of one thous
and and ten, or in other words,
thirty five percent were culled.
This-wishow the large amount
of feed that is beiner wasted thru
out the county each year, for it
is believed that the flocks that
were culled were an average of

A

:.

has moved to the building formerly, occupied by
the Anderson Battery Shop Company, and is now
prepared to do all kinds of Automobile and Trac-to- r
repairing. We are also equipped to do all kinds

COUNTY AGENT STRONG
RENDERS AID TO FARMERS
OF HARDING COUNTY

L

'.'

';;Ví;

(lip
H
lubBUiLitV
it's toasted
It's toasted. This
oneexfra process
gives a delightful
quality that can
not be duplicated

-

S. E.

PAXTQN GRP.
'THE FOOD STORE"

;

CQ.
7

Sun-flow- er

R. L. STRONG,
v-

'

"

r

"'

'

-- ;

ut

.

-

land in Texas,

County Agent, Harding' Co. Kansas;

Oklahoma

hTr'iy-'--

Mr. P. A. Boarts of Kephart,
was in town Tuesday afternoon
trading, he states that his community was visited with a nice
little,., rain last Saturday, which
and it made the soiTmoist enough to
put-i-

'
'

'

n

winter wheat.

